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Cloud providers such as Amazon and Microsoft have
begun to support on-demand FPGA acceleration in the
cloud, and hardware vendors will support FPGAs in future
processors. At the same time, technology advancements
such as 3D stacking, through-silicon vias (TSVs), and
FinFETs have greatly increased FPGA density. The massive parallelism of current FPGAs can support not only
extremely large applications, but multiple applications
simultaneously as well.
System support for FPGAs, however, is in its infancy.
Unlike software, where resource configurations are limited to simple dimensions of compute, memory, and I/O,
FPGAs provide a multi-dimensional sea of resources
known as the FPGA fabric: logic cells, floating point
units, memories, and I/O can all be wired together, leading to spatial constraints on FPGA resources. Current
stacks either support only a single application or statically
partition the FPGA fabric into fixed-size slots. These designs cannot efficiently support diverse workloads: the
size of the largest slot places an artificial limit on application size, and oversized slots result in wasted FPGA
resources and reduced concurrency.
This paper presents A MORPH OS, which encapsulates
user FPGA logic in morphable tasks, or Morphlets. Morphlets provide isolation and protection across mutually
distrustful protection domains, extending the guarantees
of software processes. Morphlets can morph, dynamically
altering their deployed form based on resource requirements and availability. To build Morphlets, developers
provide a parameterized hardware design that interfaces
with A MORPH OS, along with a mesh, which specifies
external resource requirements. A MORPH OS explores
the parameter space, generating deployable Morphlets
of varying size and resource requirements. A MORPH OS
multiplexes Morphlets on the FPGA in both space and
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Figure 1: Cost per logic cell and relative density of memory and logic
cells over time for FPGAs at each process node. Left and right axes
show logic cells and memory density in log-scale relative to 250nm. The
dotted line shows the cost per logic cell for the highest density FPGA at
that node (in cents) where historical pricing was available [84]. The 1416nm node introduced FinFETs, which greatly increase performance/W,
so that the same application may use fewer logic cells. * Data for 7-10nm
projected from [22].

time to maximize FPGA utilization.
We implement A MORPH OS on Amazon F1 [1] and
Microsoft Catapult [92]. We show that protected sharing
and dynamic scalability support on workloads such as
DNN inference and blockchain mining improves aggregate throughput up to 4× and 23× on Catapult and F1
respectively.

1

Introduction

FPGAs offer compelling hardware acceleration in application domains ranging from databases [28, 59, 74], finance [54, 70], neural networks [115, 104], graph processing [36, 85], communication [57, 107, 27], and networking [53, 92, 27]. Over the last few decades, FPGA
compute density has grown dramatically, cost per logic
cell has dropped precipitously (Figure 1), and higherlevel programming abstractions [60, 19, 32, 20, 65, 90]
have emerged to improve programmer productivity. Cloud
providers such as Amazon [1] are offering compute resources with FPGAs. However, system software has not
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• A minimal set of OS-level abstractions and interfaces
to enable mutually distrustful FPGA sharing and
protected access to OS-managed resources.
• A compatibility layer that enables portability of
FPGA code across Amazon F1 and Microsoft Catapult FPGA systems.
• Techniques that transparently transition between
scheduling modes based on fixed and variable zones
to increase utilization and throughput.
• Evaluation of a prototype showing A MORPH OS sharing support increases fabric utilization and system
throughput up to 4× (Catapult) and 23× (F1) relative to fixed-slot sharing and non-sharing designs.

kept up. The body of research effort on FPGA OS support [77, 100, 99, 86, 45, 52, 29] and sharing [30] has
yielded no first-class commodity OS support, and ondemand FPGAs from AWS and Microsoft support a
single-application model.
Current proposals for FPGA sharing [30, 26, 42, 110,
63] partition a physical FPGA into a small number of
fixed-size slots and demand-share them across user logic
using hardware support for partial reconfiguration (PR).
PR changes the configuration of FPGA fabric within a
slot without perturbing the state of the rest of the FPGA.
User logic is pre-compiled to a bitstream that targets the
pre-defined slots, enabling a system to deploy user logic
with low latency. A reserved partition of the fabric, or
shell, implements library support. Fixed-slot designs have
significant drawbacks in practice. Forcing applications
to target fixed partitions unnecessarily constrains them:
the size of the largest partition places an artificial limit on
application size, and oversized partitions result in wasted
FPGA resources and reduced concurrency.
We present a design and prototype of protected sharing and cross-platform compatibility for FPGAs called
A MORPH OS. A MORPH OS enables applications to scale
dynamically in response to load and availability, and enables the system to transparently change mappings between user logic and physical fabric to increase utilization. A MORPH OS avoids fixed-size slots and manages
physical fabric in dynamically sized zones. Zones are
demand-shared across morphable tasks, or Morphlets. A
Morphlet is a new abstraction which forms a protection
boundary and encapsulates user FPGA logic in a way
that enables it to be dynamically scaled and remapped to
the physical fabric. Morphlets express scalability dimensions and resource constraints using a mesh. A mesh is
a map from feasible resource combinations to abstract
descriptions of the logic. Meshes act as an intermediate
representation (IR) that can be re-targeted at runtime to
different hardware allocations, allowing the A MORPH OS
scheduler to re-target Morphlets to available FPGA fabric.
A MORPH OS caches dynamically generated bitstreams
in a shared registry to hide the latency of re-targeting.
A MORPH OS mediates Morphlet access to OS-managed
resources through a hull, which hardens and extends a
traditional shell design with access control and support
for isolation. The hull also forms a canonical interface
that enables Morphlets to be portable.
We prototype A MORPH OS on both Amazon F1 and Microsoft Catapult. Measurements show that A MORPH OS’s
abstractions provide both compatibility and protected sharing while dramatically improving utilization and throughput. We make the following contributions:
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2

Background

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are circuits
that can be configured post-manufacture to implement
custom logic. FPGAs may be deployed in a system in
several ways:
Discrete. A FPGA can be used on its own without a
processor. Network switches, for example [17], can be
implemented this way to provide a programmable data
plane.
System-on-chip. FPGAs may include one or more hard
(in-silicon) processors [35, 16] tightly integrated with the
FPGA. Logic in the FPGA can manipulate the processor
and vice versa (e.g. FPGA logic may directly write into
processor caches or manipulate memory controllers).
Bump-in-the-wire. FPGAs can be placed on an I/O
pipeline to “transparently” manipulate data. For example, an FPGA may be integrated into a network card or
memory and storage controller to provide line-rate encryption [8].
Co-processor/Offload. FPGAs can be I/O-attached (e.g.
via PCIe) to offload compute. An application configures
the FPGA to implement a hardware accelerator and sends
data and requests to it like a co-processor. Many workloads targeting on-demand cloud FPGAs [1, 79], such as
DNNs [83, 116], media transcoding [9], genomics [6],
real-time risk modeling [87], and blockchain [105, 49]
fall in this category. A MORPH OS is designed for FPGAs
deployed in the co-processor/offload configuration.

2.1

Software versus Hardware

Writing Hardware. Hardware description languages
(HDLs), such as Verilog [106] and VHDL [21], enable developers to configure the various resources on the FPGA
fabric: interconnect, look-up-tables (LUTs), flip-flops, onchip memory (block RAM), and “hard resources” (adders,
DSPs, memory controllers, etc.). Unlike software, where
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resource arrangement is abstracted away by the ISA, hardware gives developers explicit control over arranging and
connecting resources in a flexible manner.
Building and deploying hardware. To be deployed on
an FPGA, a design must be converted into a bitstream, a
binary which configures the FPGA fabric. The bitstream
is built from the HDL in two stages: First, synthesis converts and maps the HDL into a netlist, which describes
how resources on the FPGA should be connected to implement design logic. Synthesis is similar to software
compilation and usually takes on the order of minutes.
Second, the place-and-route (PAR) step takes the netlist
and attempts to route the design on the FPGA fabric. PAR
is a constraint-solving problem which can take hours for
a complex design. A bitstream takes 10s-100s of milliseconds to be loaded.
Sharing and reconfiguring hardware. Unlike software,
which can be context switched by saving and restoring
architectural state, context switching FPGA hardware at
arbitrary points requires capturing the current state of
the logic, as loading a new bitstream will reset that state.
While mechanisms do exist, they are not universally supported [47] or are in their early stages [23], and are not supported in all A MORPH OS’s target environments. Therefore, time-sharing must either be non-preemptive, or must
forcibly revoke access to the FPGA, potentially at the cost
of losing application state.
Partial Reconfiguration. Hardware support for partial
reconfiguration [76] (PR) enables parts of an FPGA to be
reconfigured in situ without impacting the live configuration or circuit state of other parts of the FPGA fabric. Use
of the feature necessitates including partial reconfiguration logic along with the netlist during the place-and-route
build phase, but does not otherwise impact the process in
a fundamental way: the output is a bitstream that targets a
specific set of physical FPGA resources. Partial reconfiguration can be faster because partial bitstreams are smaller.
Because PR can allow an application to change without
impacting the state of other applications, it is an attractive
primitive for implementing context switching.
Scaling Hardware. Unlike software, which is scaled
by increasing the number of cores or the number of operations executed per instruction (SIMD), hardware can
scale by implementing what can be thought of as entirely
new specialized instructions or algorithms. This enables
FPGAs to provide energy-efficiency and evolvability that
are difficult to achieve with fixed-function hardware like
GPUs or TPUs [117, 46, 11]. For example, a deep neural
network (DNN) can be implemented as thousands of independent 2-bit bitwise processors, rather than consuming
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the pipeline of a general purpose 64-bit processor.

2.2

FPGA OS and Sharing Support

On-demand FPGAs in the cloud, such as Amazon F1 [1],
only enable coarse-grain sharing of a FPGA. F1 provides
developers with SDKs for developing, simulating, debugging, and compiling hardware accelerators on-demand.
FPGA designs are saved as Amazon FPGA Images (AFIs)
and deployed to an F1 instance. The AWS Marketplace
functions as a library of pre-built common AFIs. At deployment, an AFI is assigned the fabric of the entire
FPGA: there is no support for sharing across protection
domains. The lack of fine-grained sharing means that
both the cloud provider and the user are locked out of the
flexibility of the FPGA: once a user loads an AFI, Amazon must assume that the entire FPGA is being used by
that AFI, even though the FPGA may be idle. Other than
decommissioning the instance, the user has no way to
release FPGA resources back to the cloud provider. As a
result, workloads which need to conditionally or occasionally offload compute [97], or which cannot fully utilize
the FPGA, may be unable to cost-effectively use cloud
FPGAs.
Previous proposals have touched on OS-level concerns
such as cross-application sharing [31, 109, 52], hardware
abstraction layers [111, 61, 78, 62, 50, 80], and shared
runtime support [45, 103, 37], or access from a virtual
machine [88]. Theoretical aspects of spatial scheduling
on FPGAs [43, 102, 108, 31], task scheduling in heterogeneous CPU-FPGA platforms [25, 102, 108, 44, 18],
mechanisms for preemption [73], relocation [55], and context switch [72, 93] are well-explored. Access from an
FPGA to OS-managed resources such as virtual memory [33, 15, 114, 77], file systems [100], and system
calls [77, 100] has enjoyed the research community’s
attention as well. However, no first class OS support for
FPGAs is present in modern commodity OSes and cloud
FPGA platforms support a single application model.
Recent designs for FPGA sharing in datacenters [30, 26,
42, 110, 63] leverage partial reconfiguration to demand
share fixed pre-reserved partitions of FPGA fabric among
applications with bitstreams pre-compiled to target those
partitions. A MORPH OS begins with a design of this form,
extends it to enable cross-domain protection, and replaces
the fixed slot restriction with elastic resource management
to increase utilization and throughput.

3

Goals

A MORPH OS supports demand-sharing of FPGAs by mutually distrustful processes. A MORPH OS multiplexes fabric spatially by default, co-scheduling user logic from
different processes, and falling back to time-sharing when
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Figure 2: A MORPH OS managing a number of DNNWeaver (see §6) Morphlets. The top row depicts the host and FPGA state while the bottom
row shows the corresponding chip layout on Catapult. At T0 , a single DNNWeaver Morphlet is placed on the FPGA. At T1 , A MORPH OS detects
underutilization and transitions to high-throughput mode, giving the Morphlet more area. At T2 , another Morphlet is instantiated and A MORPH OS
returns to low-latency mode. Finally, at T3 , 2 more DNNWeavers have been scheduled and A MORPH OS transitions to high-throughput mode to fit
them all on the FPGA.

space-sharing is infeasible due to resource constraints. A
critical design objective for A MORPH OS is avoiding the
artificial constraints on inter- and intra-Morphlet scalability induced by a fixed-slot design. A MORPH OS enables
individual applications to utilize additional fabric if available, and enables multiple applications to share the fabric
to achieve higher aggregate utilization.

3.1

Programming Model

We target a programming model of HDL (hardware description language) over an abstract FPGA fabric. The
primary tangible change from current HDL-FPGA programming models is the requirement for the developer to
use virtual interfaces for communication with the host and
access to on-board resources such as DRAM, network I/O,
etc. Collectively, these interfaces form a mediation and
compatibility layer called the hull, which encapsulates,
hardens, and extends current vendor-specific shells [92, 1]

3.2

Isolation

A MORPH OS provides protection guarantees similar to
those provided to processes in a software OS. Memory
and I/O protection is enforced between Morphlets. Best effort performance isolation is provided based on resource
allocation policy and scheduler hints. When FPGA resources are constrained, A MORPH OS dedicates an even
share of I/O and memory bandwidth to each Morphlet, enforced by a hardware arbiter. A MORPH OS makes a best effort to allocate fabric fairly under contention by preferring
spatial assignments that balance the resources allocated to
each application, and time-slicing fairly when spatial sharing is unfeasible (see §4.2 for details). Extending these
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mechanisms to provide priority-proportional fairness is
straightforward, but our prototype currently does not provide flexible software-exposed policies, which we leave
as future work. Our current design avoids co-scheduling
Morphlets which will interfere with each other through
contention on the hardware based on scheduler hints.
A MORPH OS does not provide explicit protection
against side channels. Side channels exist and are an active
area of research where some mitigations now exist [94].
However, the attack surface for Morphlets is considerably
smaller, as Morphlets enjoy exclusive access to all the
FPGA hardware resources they use except interfaces to
A MORPH OS itself, which are implemented with crossdomain isolation in mind. For example, special care is
taken to zero out all signals on a Morphlet’s interface
if it is not the intended recipient of a transaction, which
ensures the Morphlet can not monitor the address/data
signals of other Morphlets.

3.3

Dynamic Scalability

A key goal of A MORPH OS is increasing utilization. When
only a single application is on the FPGA, it should enjoy
exclusive access to all resources it can actually use. When
multiple Morphlets contend, if a feasible partitioning of
the fabric accommodating them all exists, applications are
mapped to shares of the fabric concurrently. If no feasible
partitioning exists, the system falls back to time-sharing
at coarse granularity. A key challenge to realizing this
vision is very high latency (potentially hours or more) of
place-and-route (PAR), which maps user-logic to physical
fabric. Using partial reconfiguration (PR) to deploy appli-
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cations avoids that latency, but constrains applications to
fixed slots, giving up elasticity. Avoiding or hiding PAR latency without constraining logic to fixed slots is a primary
design goal for Morphlets and the A MORPH OS scheduler.
Furthermore, for Morphlets to take advantage of different
size partitions, the programming model must provide a
way for the developer to express scalability dimensions,
valid configurations, and hints to the system to inform the
scheduler.
While A MORPH OS’s primary sharing strategy is spatial sharing, support for time-sharing is a de facto requirement to avoid starvation when the FPGA is contended. Preemptive time-slicing requires mechanisms for
capturing, evacuating, and restoring state on the FPGA,
and while some applicable mechanisms do exist (e.g.
ICAP [47]) they are not universally supported, and statecapture remains an active research area [55, 72, 93, 73].
We opt for a non-preemptive context switch based on extensions to the programming that include a quiescence
interface.

3.4

Motivating Example

Figure 2 shows a series of scheduling decisions taken by
our system in response to applications requesting use of
the FPGA. The top row depicts the state of the host and
FPGA while the bottom row shows the corresponding
chip layout on Catapult V1 FPGAs [92] (Altera Stratix V
5SGSMD5H2F35I3L). At time T0 , process A instantiates
a Morphlet on the FPGA. To provide on-demand access
at the lowest latency, it initially deploys A on fixed-size
zone 1 using partial reconfiguration. At time T1 , A MOR PH OS notices the resulting under-utilization and morphs.
A’s mesh is used to select a more performant netlist that
uses as much of the FPGA as it can profitably consume,
and full reconfiguration is used to give A all the resources
not consumed by A MORPH OS itself. At time T2 , process
B requests FPGA fabric. To serve that demand quickly,
A MORPH OS morphs again, reinstating A in zone 1, and
mapping B to zone 2. At some future time T3 , which
represents the state after potentially many intervening
events, four processes have requested FPGA access, and
A MORPH OS has morphed by selecting netlists from each
Morphlet’s mesh to produce a single combined bitstream
that co-schedules all. Utilization and throughput are improved by 2× compared to a fixed slot design.

4

Design

A MORPH OS introduces a number of new abstractions
and interconnected components. A system overview is
shown in Figure 3. User logic is encapsulated in Morphlets, a zone manager tracks allocatable area of physical
FPGA fabric, and a scheduler manages the mapping be-
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tween Morphlets and zones. To enable flexible mapping
of Morphlets to zones, Morphlets encapsulate information to enable the scheduler to generate new bitstreams
on demand, in the form of meshes. To hide the latency of
PAR for dynamic re-targeting of Morphlets, the scheduler
maintains a registry that caches (potentially combined)
bitstreams that can be instantiated on a zone with low latency. A MORPH OS mediates Morphlet access to memory
and I/O with a compatibility and protection layer called
the hull.

4.1

Hull

The primary job of the hull is to provide cross-domain
protection by mediating access to memory and I/O, and to
enable compatibility by presenting Morphlets with canonical interfaces to interact with the rest of the platform. The
hull coordinates with the scheduler by sending and monitoring quiescence signals (§4.3), disabling connections to
zones of the FPGA currently being reprogrammed (§4.2),
and connecting and initializing Morphlets after reprogramming is complete. The hull provides memory protection
for on-board DRAM using segment-based address translation and manages peripheral I/O devices by implementing
shared logic to interface with them, along with simple
access mediation logic (e.g. rate-limiting for contended
I/O). Finally, the hull exports interfaces to the host OS to
configure access control and protection mechanisms, e.g.
base and bounds registers for segments.
We expect that future FPGA platforms will provide
some of this functionality, address translation in particular, in “hard IP,” meaning it will be supported directly in
silicon. Our current prototypes are forced to synthesize
these functions from FPGA fabric.

4.2

Zones and Scheduling

The zone manager allocates physical FPGA fabric to Morphlets. Fabric not consumed by the hull forms a global
zone, which can be recursively subdivided into smaller
reconfigurable zones that can be allocated to different
Morphlets. Our Catapult prototype supports two smaller
zones within the global zone, each of which can be further
subdivided into two. F1 hardware has considerably more
resources, and could support a considerably larger number of zones with more levels of subdivision. However,
F1 does not expose the partial reconfiguration feature, so
our F1 prototype is forced to manage only a single global
zone. Zones may be allocated to individual Morphlets
or may accommodate multiple Morphlets simultaneously.
When it is time to schedule a Morphlet, the job of the zone
manager is to find (or create) a free reconfigurable zone
matching the Morphlet’s default bitstream. If a match
is found, the Morphlet can be deployed on that zone di-
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Figure 3: A MORPH OS design overview. FPGA Morphlets (applications) are synthesized by the user and given to A MORPH OS to be converted
into bitstreams capable of being placed on the FPGA. The FPGA is split into a hull and multiple zones, in which Morphlets can be scheduled from
cocoons. Access to memory and I/O from Morphlets is virtualized by the hull, which implements the logic to interface with the resources directly and
to ensure proper access control. On the host side, communication to the Morphlet is virtualized through the lib-A MORPH OS interface.
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Figure 5: Object model for Cocoons.

Figure 4: A MORPH OS Morphlet life cycle.
rectly. If one is not found, the zone manager must coalesce
free (or reclaimed) zones to form a larger one, and inform
A MORPH OS that it must re-target the Morphlet along with
any other currently-running Morphlets to be deployed on
the coalesced zone. In the limit, all Morphlets are deployed together on the global zone, maximizing aggregate
utilization and individual application performance.
Zones play a key role in balancing scheduling latency
against aggregate throughput because fixed zones and PR
is better for fast deployment, while a larger zones with
multiple Morphlets is better for utilization and throughput.
A MORPH OS’s scheduler supports two modes reflecting
this tradeoff, low-latency mode and high-throughput mode,
and transitions between those modes transparently based
on demand.
In low-latency mode, reconfigurable zones enable Morphlet to be deployed almost instantly through partial reconfiguration with the Morphlet’s default bitstream. The
Morphlet’s default bitstream targets one or more of the
smaller zones and includes the partial reconfiguration
logic required to enable it to use PR. PR-based scheduling also allows other Morphlets to continue uninterrupted.
However, reconfigurable zones incur significant area overhead for the additional PR logic required and increase
fragmentation of the FPGA fabric.
When the reconfigurable regions cannot accommodate
the Morphlets of all applications concurrently, a morph operation occurs. The zone manager coalesces zones to form
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larger ones, eventually converging to the single global
zone, and the scheduler enters high-throughput mode. To
do so, it re-targets running Morphlets by running placeand-route to create a bitstream that includes logic for all
of them and subsequently maps that bitstream to the target zone. When the global zone is the target, this requires
reconfiguring the whole FPGA. However, the global zone
can accommodate significantly more Morphlets because
PR support fabric is freed, and fragmentation is eliminated by not restricting Morphlets to exclusive partitions
of the FPGA. A MORPH OS hides the latency of place-androute for morph operations by caching or pre-computing
combined bitstreams targeting the global zone in a Morphlet registry. The registry’s entries are bitstreams for
“co-Morphlets” representing co-compiled combinations
of Morphlets.
A MORPH OS also uses the morph operation for single
Morphlets when the FPGA fabric is underutilized. Moving a Morphlet to a larger zone or the global zone puts significantly more resources at its disposal. The application
can then use these resources to run faster. A MORPH OS
targets applications in which Morphlets will likely run
for an extended time, so the overhead of moving Morphlets to larger zones is amortized by the gains in aggregate throughput. The ability of a Morphlet to benefit
from increasing resource shares is visible to A MORPH OS
through the Morphlet’s mesh, enabling A MORPH OS to
avoid morphing when it is not performance profitable to
do so.
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4.3

Morphlets and Cocoons

Userspace

RVectors. A RVector (Resource Vector) describes Morphlet resource constraints and utilization hints that cannot
be derived from the netlist in the mesh. Important entries
include Boolean valued hints for memory and PCIe usage
which simplify connection to A MORPH OS FPGA-side interfaces, as well as optimal and minimal memory footprint
and bandwidth estimates. Our experience implementing
A MORPH OS is that hints regarding an application’s bottleneck resources and access patterns are essential to guide
co-scheduling. For example, this allows the hull to be
optimized for lower memory access latency with some
bandwidth trade-off. Note that low level FPGA-specific
resources (e.g. number of LUTs, BRAMs, etc.) can be
derived from a netlist and are not included in a RVector.
Quiescence Interface. Evacuating Morphlets from the
FPGA is necessary when the enclosing process terminates
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Network

While Morphlets are analogous to and extend the process
abstraction, the A MORPH OS build toolchain produces Cocoons from HDL specifications targeting A MORPH OS,
which are analogous to an application binary. In addition to the deployable bitstream produced by current
FPGA build tools, Cocoons encapsulate abstract information about the Morphlet to enable stages of the build
toolchain to be re-invoked dynamically to produce different bitstreams on demand. Dynamic re-targeting enables
co-scheduling of multiple Morphlets on a zone or dynamic
scaling of the fabric resources allocated to an individual
Morphlet.
Figure 5 shows the contents of a Cocoon, and Figure 4
shows how the various stages in the build and deployment
process interact with Cocoons to enable dynamic targeting. A cocoon’s default bitstream targets a default zone
on the device and can be deployed using PR. Its mesh encapsulates a constrained set of strategies for re-targeting
the Morphlet’s user logic. Concretely, a mesh is a map
of abstract descriptions of the logic, or netlists, keyed by
RVectors. An RVector describes a feasible combination
of resources and scheduler hints for the corresponding
netlist. The netlist acts as an intermediate representation
(IR) which can, potentially in combination with netlists
from other Morphlets, be used as input to place-and-route
tools to produce new deployable bitstreams. The default
bitstream is always used when the scheduler is in lowlatency mode. When the scheduler is in high-throughput
mode it may compare current system state against RVectors in the mesh to select an appropriate netlist. To deploy
the dynamically chosen configuration, the scheduler can
then produce the required bitstream or look it up in in the
Morphlet registry (§4.5) to hide place-and-route latency.

Registry

System calls
System call interface
Scheduler

Morphlet
Zone
Manager Manager
Transport
Driver
Bus

System calls
int mph_fork(Cocoon_t);
void mph_exit(int fd);
void* mph_rcntrl(int, addr_t);
void mph_wcntrl(int, addr_t, void*);
size_t mph_read(int, addr_t, void*);
void mph_write(int, addr_t, void*,
size_t);

Transport functions

// Control
void* peek(addr_t);
void poke(addr_t, void*);
// Data transfer
size_t read(addr_t, void*);
void write(addr_t, void*, size_t);

FPGA

Figure 6: A MORPH OS host stack interfaces between user space and
FPGA Morphlets.

or when the scheduler needs to reallocate a zone to another Morphlet. Rather than immediately removing the
Morphlet (at risk of losing work) or attempting to capture
and save a Morphlet’s state (difficult with current hardware [98, 56]), the hull provides a quiescence interface
to inform the Morphlet of the impending context switch.
The Morphlet is then given an opportunity to enter a stable state and/or save its progress. A Morphlet informs
A MORPH OS that it can be safety switched by asserting
a quiescence signal through the hull. Unresponsive Morphlets are forcibly evacuated after a configurable time-out
to avoid DoS. Our current design allows Morphlets to
leave data in on-board memory in the absence of memory pressure from incoming Morphlets. Transparent swap
in/out of a Morphlet’s FPGA DRAM state is a straightforward operation; our current prototypes do not yet support
it.

4.4

Host Stack/OS interface

A MORPH OS integrates with the OS in the Catapult stack
and acts as a user-mode library for F1. The entire host
stack is depicted in Figure 6. A MORPH OS’s OS interface
exposes system calls to manage Morphlets and enables
communication between host processes and Morphlets.
The interface provides APIs to load and evacuate Morphlets as well as to read and write data over the transport
layer to FPGA-resident Morphlets.

4.5

Morphlet Registry

A MORPH OS dynamically transitions between lowlatency and high-throughput scheduling mode, reflecting a
fundamental latency/density tradeoff. To hide the latency
of dynamic bitstream generation, A MORPH OS maintains
a registry, a cache of precomputed bitstreams that contain
deployable spatial sharing combinations of multiple Morphlets. For a large number of Morphlets, precomputing
bitstreams for all possible combinations is impractical,
particularly when combinations include duplicate Morphlets. We argue that a number of factors enable us to
reduce the search space to a practical level. First, building
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Figure 7: Cost of pre-compiling all possible combinations of Morphlets given varying numbers of deployable Morphlets and varying
levels of concurrency. Cost is in dollars and reflects the cost of renting
demand infrastructure from Amazon AWS to run the build toolchains.
“Current” data are based on measurements with our present toolchain,
while projected are scaled to assume a (conservative) 20× improvement
in place-and-route performance based on [40, 39, 38].

combined Morphlets can occur in parallel. Second, reducing the latency of place-and-route is an active area, and
recent research has produced order of magnitude reductions (20-70×), e.g based on GPUs [40] or other parallel
resources [39, 38]. Third, Morphlets can be grouped by
popularity or according to hints encoded in RVectors to
bound the the number of choices, and sharing densities
need not be maximized to achieve multiplicative improvements in throughput and utilization.
Figure 7 shows the cost in dollars for AWS infrastructure to pre-compile all possible combinations of Morphlets for varying numbers of Morphlets and concurrency
levels using current tools and using future tools whose
performance is projected based on [40, 38, 39]. Compile
times are derived from our own benchmark builds. 1 The
dotted lines correspond to a day and a week of compute
time on 20 VMs. The AWS marketplace, at the time of
this writing, offers only 18 FPGA applications [4]. From
this pool, all possible co-schedules of 4 Morphlets can be
computed in under a day for $100 in computation time.
Faster future build tools and careful grouping to reduce
the search space can increase utilization further. For example, if co-locatable Morphlets are partitioned in groups
of 20, all densities of up to 8 can be precomputed in a
handful of days for $1,000. The registry need not eliminate lookups or maximize density to significantly improve
utilization.

5

Implementation

We implement A MORPH OS on Amazon F1 FPGA cloud
instances[1, 2] and the Microsoft Catapult open research
platform [92], available at TACC [5].
1 Concretely, a single instance of DNNWeaver can be compiled for
F1 in 103 minutes. The second and third instances bring that to 118
minutes, while 8 instances can be co-compiled in 157.
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Catapult and F1 both support shells to provide three
basic forms of platform library support: 1) a bulk hostFPGA data transfer interface, 2) a control interface to
manage FPGA applications, and 3) interfaces to on-board
DRAM. Catapult and F1 expose these functions with different levels of abstraction. Catapult supports packetized
bulk data transfers, a register interface for control signals,
and a simple FPGA-side memory read/write interface
with independent ports. F1’s shell exports AXI4 [3] interfaces to encapsulate these three functional areas. A MOR PH OS’s interface must encapsulate both Catapult and F1
interfaces, as well as implement address translation for
memory protection and I/O access mediation.
The A MORPH OS hull exposes 1) Control Register (CntrlReg) for Morphlet management, 2) Simple PCIe for
bulk data transfer, and 3) a A MORPH OS Memory Interface (AMI) supporting 64-byte read/write transactions.
Morphlets written to these interfaces are portable across
Catapult and F1. A MORPH OS transparently manipulates
address bits so Morphlets believe they have full control
of memory. OS-programmable BARs (base-address registers) are used to control and protect what regions of
memory are accessible to different Morphlets. In addition
to memory protection, A MORPH OS provides each Morphlet with a virtual address space and abstracts away the
1-to-1 port-to-channel mappings imposed by F1 and Catapult shells. Virtual address spaces are striped across all
memory channels. The number of co-resident Morphlets,
memory access ports per Morphlet, and number of memory channels are parameters for the hull. Furthermore,
the hull is modular and incurs no overhead for unused
interfaces on a target FPGA platform.
Logic structures, such as FIFOs, are fundamental building blocks for FPGA application designers. A MORPH OS
provides an FPGA-agnostic wrapper, HullFIFO, that exposes a high level interface to efficiently map to low-level
primitives on both F1 and Catapult.

5.1

Catapult

Catapult divides FPGA fabric into a shell and user-logic
called a role. The Catapult shell interface to memory is
two 64-byte wide read/write ports over disjoint address
spaces. A MORPH OS adopts the 64-byte transaction size
but virtualizes the interfaces for multiple co-resident Morphlets using segment-based address translation and buffering to support application-level read-modify-write operations.
To enable A MORPH OS to use partial reconfiguration
to manage zones we add a PR controller and PR wrapper.
The PR controller streams in PR bitstream data from the
PCIe bus and transfers it to a PR IP module (vendorprovided Intellectual Property logic block) which uses it
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to reconfigure the zone fabric. I/O to each Morphlet is
routed through the PR wrapper, which handles driving the
Morphlet inputs and disconnecting the Morphlet outputs
during PR. This safeguards the application and prevents
spurious I/O during the programming process.

F1 features a shell and a user application as Custom Logic
(CL). F1 features twice as many memory channels as Catapult and requires the CL to instantiate additional memory
controllers if more than one memory channel is needed.
A MORPH OS handles instantiating the memory controllers
and is parameterized to scale itself to handle additional
memory channels. The F1 shell features many different
PCIe interfaces, some for DMA type transfers between
the host and some lower throughput for management/control of the CL. PCIe and Memory on F1 are exposed
over AXI4 interfaces, which are more complex than the
interfaces on Catapult. This complexity is abstracted away
from the Morphlet and implemented in our hull. The hull
sits on top of an unmodified F1 shell.

at sharing densities above 8. This policy enables us to use
a single-level of multiplexing and provide access to all
channels for all Morphlets at lower densities but avoids
the complexity and latency of an additional tree network at
high densities. The tradeoff is that Morphlets are restricted
to using a subset of DRAM channels, which does not alter
the capacity of their memory share but does reduce the
bandwidth available to them. Memory systems perform
better when they manage fewer access streams (assuming sequential access) because back-to-back operations
from a single stream enable optimizations that are not
feasible between operations from different streams. The
design decision enables much higher densities as it improves routability: a group of Morphlets only need to route
to a subset of the memory channels. Our experience is
that memory bandwidth contention determines the upper
bound on scalability for Morphlets which share DRAM.
Contention occurs at lower levels of concurrency than the
levels that require strict group-based DRAM channel partitioning, so optimizing DRAM access for high sharing
density is unlikely to provide substantial benefits.

5.3

5.4

5.2

F1

Multiplexing A MORPH OS Interfaces

Large numbers of concurrent Morphlets can stress A MOR PH OS’s internal FPGA-side subsystems. Each Morphlet
requires the same set of interfaces (CntrlReg, Memory,
and PCIe). Routing and connections to all of them is complicated by the fact that I/O pads for each can be (and are
on F1/Catapult hardware) on different edges of the physical FPGA, which stresses place and route tools by complicating the routing problem and increasing congestion.
Designing A MORPH OS’s multiplexing logic to anticipate
scale can mitigate some, but not all, of the problem. An
initial design used multiple flat multiplexers to distribute
interface signals to each Morphlet, but we found that, despite plenty of available fabric, they could not scale past
4 concurrent Morphlets in most cases.
Our current design implements a pipelined binary tree
to route the CntrlReg signals. The tree-distribution network enables us to add pipeline stages, making it easier
to meet timing while reducing the fanout of large data
buses. The benefit is a substantial improvement to the
scale at which A MORPH OS can route interfaces to concurrent Morphlets. The trade-off is minimal additional
latency: 1 additional cycle for each layer, easily tolerable
for CntrlReg, which is a low-bandwidth control interface.
Our current implementation takes a different approach
with memory. Rather than scale the memory subsystem to
provide N Morphlets with access to M memory channels
for an arbitrary number of Morphlets, A MORPH OS uses
flat multiplexing with up to 8 Morphlets and statically partitions the memory channels across groups of Morphlets

USENIX Association

Host Stack

A MORPH OS provides a host stack which interfaces with
userspace applications, implemented as an OS extension
in our Catapult prototype, and as a user-mode library
for F1. The host stack comprises a system call interface,
FPGA Morphlet manager and scheduler, zone manager,
and transport layer that encapsulates the control and bulk
transfer interfaces described above (§5). The interface
and stack structure are illustrated in Figure 6. Control
signals and reading/writing data are passed through the
syscall interface to the transport layer. Morphlet allocation, scheduling hints, and tear down are redirected to the
Morphlet scheduler and zone manager.
The host system call interface for Catapult is implemented as a service which supports the transport layer
by wrapping the Catapult driver and library stack. The
service associates Morphlets with file descriptors, exporting read and write operations on them, and communicates
with the scheduler to monitor the active state of executing
Morphlets or request quiescence.

6

Evaluation

A MORPH OS runs on both a Mt Granite FPGA board in
the Catapult V1 cloud platform [92], containing an Altera
Stratix V GS running at 125 MHz with two 4 GB DDR3
channels, and an Amazon F1 cloud instance [1], using a
Xilinx UltraScale+ VU9P running at 125 MHz with four
16 GB DDR4 channels. Both platforms are connected
over a PCIe bus and support build tools we adapt to build
A MORPH OS and our benchmarks, summarized in Table 1.
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Program
DNNWeaver
MemDrive
Bitcoin
DFADD
DFMUL
DFSIN
MIPS
ADPCM
GSM
JPEG
MOTION
AES
BLOWFISH
SHA

Description
Convolutional neural network
Memory streaming
Bitcoin hashing accelerator
Double-precision addition
Double-precision multiplication
Double-precision Sine function
Simplified MIPS processor
Adaptive differential pulse codec
Linear predictive coding analysis
JPEG image decompression
Motion vector decoding
Advanced encryption standard
Data encryption standard
Secure hash algorithm

Table 1: Benchmarks used to evaluate A MORPH OS
Benchmarks. We evaluate benchmarks that cover three
important categories for FPGA applications, defined by
whether they are memory-bound, compute-bound, or dynamic resource bound. Morphlets are compute-bound
when low-level FPGA resources such as LUTs, BRAMs,
etc. are limited. Morphlets are memory-bound when offchip memory bandwidth or latency constrains their performance. Morphlets are dynamic resource bound when
they can be mapped to the fabric in ways that represent
different points along their roofline model [82], meaning they can be memory- or compute-bound. Our Bitcoin
Morphlet (based on [12]) is compute-bound. It is parameterized to replicate hashing units and can scale to consume
most of the on-board FPGA fabric. Additional instances
of functional units increase logic utilization limiting the
maximum size/throughput of the Morphlet. Applications
that are memory-bound usually have a low compute-tomemory ratio and directly benefit from additional offchip memory bandwidth. Streaming applications (e.g. in
database [75] or search [112]) access large amounts of
data, often discarding much of it or doing minimal compute per datum. To represent a range of such applications,
we wrote a custom Morphlet called MemDrive (MemD)
that can be configured on the host side post-synthesis to
generate different memory traffic patterns and read/write
ratios, along with operations such as fills, reductions, and
ECC checks.
Many applications can be configured to take advantage
of either additional logic or additional memory bandwidth,
corresponding to different points along their roofline
model. To represent this class, we evaluate DNNWeaver
[96], an open source DNN design framework that can be
used to synthesize models from a description of a specific
network topology. The user controls the number of functional units and data buffer sizes, translating to variable
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Catapult Benchmark Logic Cells
DNNWeaver
MemDrive
Bitcoin
blowfish
gsm
mips
dfmul
aes
motion
dfadd
sha
adpcm
jpeg
dfsin
F1 Benchmark

39,994
2,449
42,171
20,581
20,910
17,672
17,759
23,900
25,178
18,043
17,772
22,840
42,243
26,742
LUTs

DNNWeaver 4,924
MemDrive 1,136
Bitcoin 40,106

Registers

BRAM Bits

108,640
1,488
60,257
24,082
24,716
19,981
20,586
28,366
26,734
21,014
21,380
29,837
40,327
32,572
Flip Flops

387,840
570,496
21,408
810,850
5,552
657,574
0
689,630
687,366
662,694
788,806
663,654
1,116,312
663,805
BRAM Bits

4,773
930
46,191

339,968
0
0

Table 2: FPGA resource utilization by Morphlet type broken down by
resource type as reported by each platform.

demand for on- and off-chip resources. We instantiate
DNNWeaver with an 8-layer LeNet [71] topology.
To increase benchmark diversity, we include a number of benchmarks that perform many useful non-trivial
functions that do not fully utilize the fabric or memory
bandwidth. We use the LegUp [7] high level synthesis
(HLS) environment to generate 11 Morphlets (a subset of
CHStone[48]). LegUp applications use memory by composing it from BRAMs when needed, rather than off-chip
DRAM, so they do not contend for DRAM bandwidth.
However, as many FPGA applications (DNNs included)
are optimized to ensure their working set fits in on-chip
BRAMs to minimize off-chip memory access, we believe
they are representative.
Metrics. We report resource utilization and performance
measured by throughput. The build tools for each platform
break down resource utilization into logic, registers/flipflops, and BlockRAMs. Morphlets are instrumented with
cycle counters to measure the runtime on the FPGA when
each is running. End-to-end execution time is measured
from the host side. Performance for MemDrive is reported
as memory throughput (bytes/cycle). Bitcoin performance
is reported as normalized hash throughput with the baseline being a fully unrolled and pipelined instance of the
application (to the maximum the open source code permitted), producing a full block hash per cycle. DNNWeaver
performance is reported as normalized throughput, where
the baseline is the number of cycles required for input data
to run through all network layers and complete inference.
We evaluate A MORPH OS with 14 different benchmarks, listed in Table 1. The logic, register, and memory
utilization of these benchmarks is listed for both Catapult
and (partially for) F1 in Table 2.
Table 3 shows increases in utilization and system
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# ALMs Utilization Sys. Throughput

1 Bitcoin
63,973
2 Bitcoin
93,908
4 Bitcoin
141,139
1 DNNWeaver
92,619
2 DNNWeaver
134,972
4 DNNWeaver
154,956
1 DNN, 1 MemD
92,135
2 DNN, 2 MemD
148,249
1 DNN, 1 BTC
112,010
2 DNN, 2 BTC
140,635
1 DNN, 1 BTC, 2 MemD 96,994
2 BTC, 2 MemD
95,936
F1 Configuration
# LUTs

1.00x
1.00x
1.47x
2.00x
2.21x
4.00x
1.45x
1.00x
2.11x
2.00x
2.42x
3.31x
1.44x
1.41x
2.32x
0.80x
1.75x
2.00x
2.20x
3.68x
1.52x
1.86x
1.50x
2.77x
Utilization Sys. Throughput

1 MemD
2 MemD
4 MemD
8 MemD
1 Bitcoin
4 Bitcoin
8 Bitcoin
1 DNNWeaver
4 DNNWeaver
8 DNNWeaver
16 DNNWeaver
32 DNNWeaver

1.00x
1.29x
1.46x
1.85x
1.52x
3.33x
7.03x
1.31x
1.89x
2.73x
4.28x
5.78x

68,885
89,161
100,773
127,530
104,851
229,482
484,879
90,118
129,925
187,839
294,290
397,580

1.00x
1.67x
1.37x
0.78x
1.00x
4.00x
8.00x
1.00x
3.94x
7.80x
14.80x
23.22x

Table 3: Morphlet configurations run in A MORPH OS with corresponding ALM/LUT (logic) usage, relative system utilization improvement,
and relative system throughput.

throughput that are made possible by co-scheduling Morphlets using A MORPH OS. Utilization is measured as
ALM (adaptive logic module) or LUT (lookup table) usage relative to the smallest configuration on each platform,
1 Bitcoin for Catapult and 1 MemDrive for F1. System
throughput is reported as the sum of each Morphlet’s normalized throughput, relative to a single instance of that
Morphlet. In only two cases does co-scheduling Morphlets result in reduced system throughput, both of which
involve multiple MemDrive Morphlets, which interfere
significantly with other memory-dependant Morphlets. In
the best cases, co-scheduling Morphlets results in 7.03x
increased utilization and 23.22x increased throughput.

6.1

CHStone

We evaluate CHStone benchmarks to illustrate generality
and to demonstrate that useful accelerators can be coscheduled at high density with A MORPH OS to increase
throughput. We find that the upper bound on density for
all is determined by A MORPH OS’s ability to route control
interfaces to them, which translates to an upper bound of
8 on our Catapult prototype. Because the LegUp compiler implements memory with BRAM, rather than by
connecting to on-board DRAM, the CHStone workloads
only shared resource is the CntrlReg interface. Absent
any source of contention, they scale linearly to the upper
bound when co-scheduled as Morphlets on A MORPH OS.
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Figure 8: Total and per-MemDrive memory bandwidth for different
numbers of Morphlets running in A MORPH OS on Catapult.

We do not report measurements on our F1 prototype as
they illustrate the same phenomenon.

6.2

MemDrive

We study contention between memory-bound Morphlets
using MemDrive, which stresses memory bandwidth.
A MORPH OS’s 64-byte read/write interface maps well
to Catapult, but does not support burst transactions (one
transaction returning multiple data payloads), which is
necessary to achieve high read throughput on F1’s AXI
interface to memory. While we were able to achieve peak
write-bandwidth on F1 and observe contention due to multiple applications running concurrently, we were unable
to saturate read-bandwidth. In future work, our intention
is to introduce burst detection and dynamically coalesce
memory requests.
Catapult’s memory system has a theoretical bandwidth
of of 128 bytes/cycle. Experiments on our Catapult prototype show that the total achievable memory bandwidth
is roughly 100 bytes/cycle for writes and 90 bytes/cycle
for reads. We ran MemDrive in A MORPH OS and directly
on the Catapult system to confirm that our virtualization
layer incurs no bandwidth loss. Figure 8 shows the perMorphlet and total system read/write bandwidth when running 1–8 Morphlets of MemDrive in A MORPH OS. Total
system bandwidth decreases as the number of co-resident
Morphlets rises from 1 up to 4, and saturates from 4 to 8.
On F1, we observed similar contention when scaling from
1 to 8 MemDrive Morphlets. The RVector of each Morphlet provides hints to A MORPH OS’s on-FPGA memory
scheduler, enabling it to manage contention fairly, and
improve effective memory bandwidth (e.g. by batching
memory requests) or minimize latency for Morphlets that
are latency sensitive. MemDrive is not latency sensitive,
but its ability to saturate memory has implications for the
memory scheduler, which must take care to ensure that
latency sensitive Morphlets such as DNNWeaver are not
impacted by that saturation.
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6.3

Table 3 shows how DNNWeaver scales when instantiating multiple Morphlets. We see that aggregate throughput
increases with more Morphlets, but contention causes the
deviation from perfect linear-scaling to increase with increasing co-resident Morphlets. Both Catapult and F1 theoretically have enough bandwidth to support up to 4 and
32 DNNWeaver Morphlets, respectively. Contention for
the memory system manifests as an increase in memory
latency for DNNWeaver. We further show this contention
in Table 3 by pairing DNNWeaver with MemDrive. Since
DNNWeaver performance can suffer if it is paired with a
memory-bound Morphlet, encoding a Morphlet’s sensitivity to memory bandwidth/latency in the RVector is useful
for the A MORPH OS scheduler.

6.4

Bitcoin

Up to 4 and 8 Bitcoin Morphlets can be co-resident on
Catapult and F1 respectively. Table 3 shows that scaling
is linear as Bitcoin only contends for on-chip resources,
which are assigned during bitstream generation. The RVector for a Bitcoin-type application specifies that there is
no runtime overhead except fabric resources. This would
enable A MORPH OS to intelligently co-schedule Bitcoin
with other Morphlets that make heavy use of memory but
require much less fabric resources, such as MemDrive.
Compute-bound Morphlets would be great for utilizing unused fabric as they can scale with available logic resources
without hurting the performance of memory-bound Morphlets. We show this in Table 3 by pairing Bitcoin with
DNNWeaver and MemDrive.

6.5

Density Limits

To determine the limits on sharing density we co-schedule
as many concurrent Morphlets as possible, manually manipulating the build process where necessary to achieve
higher density. While A MORPH OS can achieve high levels of concurrency this way, practically attainable and
performance profitable levels are lower. High density coscheduling of Morphlets stresses build tools because interfaces must be routed to each Morphlet. Avoiding routing
congestion at higher densities require manipulation of
the build tools. For example, configuring the build tools
to focus on congestion rather than logic minimization
spreads out the design and replicates logic, increasing
area overheads. Routing is heuristic, so successfully meeting timing can depend on trying multiple random seeds.
Such interventions are impractical to automate in an OS
scheduler, and a production deployment of A MORPH OS
would necessarily tolerate sharing densities below the
maximum possible.
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Morphlet
DNNWeaver
Bitcoin
MemDrive

DNNWeaver

MaxPerf
32
8
2

MaxTools
8
4
8

Max
32
8
32

Table 4: Limits on A MORPH OS F1 sharing density for DNNWeaver,
MemDrive, and Bitcoin. The MaxPerf column indicates the level of
Morphlet concurrency at which throughput is maximal. The MaxTools
column indicates the maximum concurrency achievable without manual
intervention in the build process. The Max column indicates the maximum level we attained with manual intervention in the build process.
For example, DNNWeaver’s maximal performance is achieved at 32
Morphlets, which is only achievable with manual effort; the build tool
chain defaults achieve a maximum density of 8.

Limits on sharing density differ across workloads. Table 4 shows maximum densities on F1 when the upper bound is determined by best throughput, build transparency, or physical limits of the FPGA.

6.6

End-to-End Performance

To compare A MORPH OS against other FPGA sharing
designs, we measure the time required to run 1-8 Bitcoin instances on Catapult using A MORPH OS in highthroughput mode, several slot-based approaches, and a
no-sharing baseline. The performance of slot-based approaches is emulated by running A MORPH OS in lowlatency mode, which uses PR to switch between zones of
equal size. The performance of not sharing is emulated by
running A MORPH OS with a single Morphlet. Since programming the whole FPGA using the Catapult tools takes
a significant portion of time, we also emulate optimal full
FPGA reconfiguration by adding a delay of 200ms, which
is comparable to programming the whole FPGA via PR.
The overhead of using A MORPH OS to emulate these approaches is negligible compared to application runtime,
so we expect our results to be accurate for all approaches.
In high-throughput mode, A MORPH OS can fit 4 fullsized Bitcoin Morphlets on the FPGA: we assume that the
registry is pre-populated with the required bitstream (see
§4.5). When using fixed slots, only two Bitcoin instances
can be co-resident. Since slots may not always be able
to fit the largest version of Bitcoin, we emulate three
different sizes of slots, which we refer to as small, medium,
and large. The small slot can fit a quarter-speed variant
of Bitcoin, the medium slot can fit a half-speed variant,
and the large slot can fit the full-speed variant. In the nosharing approach, a single full-sized Bitcoin Morphlet is
instantiated.
Figure 9 reports the full system runtime of each approach. When running only a single Bitcoin Morphlet,
A MORPH OS is comparable to both the no sharing and two
large slot approaches. The smaller slot-based approaches
limit the size of the application and already perform worse
than A MORPH OS. With two Bitcoin Morphlets, only
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Figure 9: End-to-end runtime of Bitcoin executing under several
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Figure 10: End-to-end performance of various zone-sharing schemes
when executing 3 Bitcoin Morphlets.

A MORPH OS and two large slots are comparable. Finally,
with 3 or more Bitcoin Morphlets, A MORPH OS is consistently able to attain higher logic densities and therefore
better throughput than all other competing approaches.
While A MORPH OS cannot always run in high-throughput
mode as shown here, we expect A MORPH OS to maintain the same comparative advantage in the long run as
it will only have to operate in low-latency mode until a
high-throughput bitstream has been generated.

of 4, but allows us to run all three Morphlets in parallel.
Figure 10 shows end-to-end speedup relative to the
non-sharing case for all policies. In this scenario, a single level of zone partitioning is the best option when coscheduling on the global zone is not possible. This enables
the first two Morphlets to run concurrently, providing additional concurrency that results in a performance gain
relative to the no-sharing strategy. Both strategies for subdividing a top-level reconfigurable zone perform worse
than the sequential case, for two reasons. First, performance is reduced by scaling them to fit a subdivided zone.
Second, subdividing zones does not make all the underlying resources available to each subdivision. Additional
PR logic is required for each, which consumes additional
area and reduces routability.
Measurements of overhead for PR on Catapult FPGAs
show that it grows linearly with density. Interconnect is
the bottleneck resource, with 4% of global interconnect
and 2% of global logic consumed by PR per Morphlet.
While the 4% interconnect overhead can become a significant fraction of the allocatable fabric, density is primarily
limited by fragmentation (we observe an average utilization loss of 16% in our workloads), which makes multiple
levels of subdivision unprofitable for all but very small
Morphlets on Catapult.
However, multiple levels of subdivision may be useful
on F1 FPGAs, where the fraction of resources allocatable
through PR zones is larger. F1 does not expose PR, so to
predict sharing densities for PR-based subdivision on F1,
we extrapolate assuming the same average 16% fragmentation per PR zone and 2% per-Morphlet overhead for PR
logic. We assume that all fabric not consumed by A MOR PH OS and PR logic can be divided evenly and allocated
to Morphlets, but we impose a 90% upper bound on utilization per resource type, which is suggested by Xilinx to
be the likely upper bound on UltraScale FPGAs [14]. This
over-estimates utilizable fabric: other vendor guidance is
more conservative [10] and our measured utilization does
not exceed 70% for any workload.

6.7

Hierarchical Zone Management

A MORPH OS can manage a zone in three ways. It can
allocate the zone for exclusive use by a single Morphlet,
co-schedule multiple Morphlets on it, or recursively subdivide it into two smaller zones. Subdividing top-level zones
may be attractive if Morphlets do not fully utilize those
zones or if Morphlet response time is more important than
end-to-end run time. This flexibility gives rise to a policy
space that trades off between density, performance, and
registry overhead.
To characterize these trade-offs, we run three Bitcoin
Morphlets on our Catapult prototype, in which A MOR PH OS uses a single global zone or two top-level reconfigurable zones, each of which may be subdivided in two. We
measure end-to-end execution time to completion for all
three Morphlets, using a lower-bound baseline that does
not share (non-sharing) and an upper-bound baseline that
co-schedules all Morphlets on the global zone (global).
We evaluate three different policies for managing the toplevel zones. The first implements only a single-level of
zone partitioning (single-level) with no co-scheduling
within the zones. The second policy schedules combined
Morphlets on zones without subdividing the zones (coschedule). The third policy (subdivide) can subdivides
the top-level zones. Registry entries for all combined bitstreams are pre-populated. For the co-schedule and subdivide cases, we morph the second two Morphlets by
scaling them down to fit concurrently in a top-level reconfigurable zone, which reduces their throughput by a factor
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Derived upper bounds on density for F1 hardware show
that CLBs (Configurable Logic Blocks, which encapsulate multiple LUTs) are the limiting resource. We predict
maximum sharing density with PR to be 16 and 4 for
DNNWeaver and Bitcoin, respectively.2 This suggests
that zone subdivision will likely be possible and effective
on F1. Our experience building A MORPH OS, however, is
that subdividing zones increases the design complexity of
hardware components and limits density unnecessarily by
increasing fragmentation. In contrast, increasing density
by co-scheduling Morphlets on a global zone can provide
much higher densities with potentially higher effective
deployment latency, but shifts much of the complexity to
a software registry.

7

Related Work

FPGA programmability. Improving FPGA programmability is an active area largely characterized by efforts to
enable programming with higher level languages, including C/C++ and other imperative languages [60, 19, 34, 69,
13, 18, 51, 68, 67], DSLs [32, 69, 95, 20, 81, 101, 66, 91],
and even managed sequential languages such as C# [32]
and map-reduce [95]. Progress in this area motivates our
work, but is also orthogonal to it.
FPGA access to OS-managed resources. Prior work
has explored exposing file systems [100] and the syscall
interface [77, 100] to FPGAs. Much of this work has
similar goals to our own, but we decided to focus on the
exploration of cross-domain sharing and basic memory
virtualization. A more mature A MORPH OS could clearly
benefit from the rich body of work on memory virtualization for FPGAs [33, 15, 114, 77].
FPGA OSes. Previous work on FPGA OSes has focused on theoretical foundations for spatial sharing [43,
102, 108, 31], mechanisms for task preemption [73], relocation [55], context switch [72, 93], and scheduling of
hardware and software tasks [25, 102, 108, 44]. While
these explore ideas pertinent to OS primitives, end-to-end
OS system-building was not their goal.
Extending current OS abstractions to FPGAs is another
area of active research. ReconOS [77] extends a multithreaded programming model to configurable SoCs that
enables programmers to use “hardware threads” to transparently access OS-managed objects in the eCos [41]
embedded OS. Hthreads [86] implements a similar hardware thread abstraction. Borph [100, 99] uses a hardware process abstraction to encapsulate FPGA logic in a
process-like protection domain. Multi-application sharing
for FPGAs is explored in [31, 109, 52], but some works
2 We do not predict density for MemDrive as it is bottlenecked by
memory bandwidth at low densities.
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restrict the programming model or design space [111], or
do not tackle isolation and protection [31]. A MORPH OS
differs by proposing new OS abstractions that differ from
the existing CPU-oriented programming models.
MURAC [45] is the most closely related work to
A MORPH OS. In MURAC, a process’ logical address
space encompasses all on-device resources that logically
“belong to it”, enabling the scheduler to support context
switch using an ICAP (Internal Configuration Access
Port). A MORPH OS takes a similar position on protection domains, but focuses on spatial scheduling and does
not rely on hardware support for state capture.
FPGA Virtualization. Systems have been proposed that
virtualize FPGAs with regions [88], tasks [89], processing
elements [37], IPC-like communication primitives [80],
and abstraction layers/overlays over diverse FPGA hardware [62, 50, 24, 61, 103]. Works virtualizing FPGAs in
the cloud [30, 1, 79] share many of our core goals and
tackle similar challenges. While these platforms use similar primitives to those of A MORPH OS, they typically
restrict the programming and/or deployment model and
do not support cross-domain sharing of FPGA fabric.
Overlays. FPGA overlays provide a virtualization layer
to make a design independent of specific FPGA hardware [24, 113], enabling fast compilation times and low
deployment latency [58, 64], at the cost of reduced hardware utilization and throughput. Like A MORPH OS, many
overlays support some time-sharing and or spatial sharing. Overlays implement the same virtual architecture on
different devices, they form a compatibility layer at the
hardware interface. In contrast, A MORPH OS provides
compatibility at the application-OS interface. Unlike Morphlets, overlays run on a virtual architecture, introducing
overheads that limit utilization and performance.

8

Conclusion

This paper has described A MORPH OS, a design for FPGA
protected sharing and compatibility based on abstractions
that preserve existing programming models. A MORPH OS
modulates between space- and time-sharing policies and
isolates logic from different applications, enabling crosscloud compatibility and dramatically improved throughput and utilization.
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